THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

MANDATORY SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT

1. ISSUE PAPER THEME

Select applicable:

- Major Equipment
- Self Sustainment
- Medical
- Other / Cross-cutting

2. SUMMARY / BACKGROUND

- Unmanned aircraft systems is increasingly being deployed and used to improve situational awareness, gather primary aircraft data and geospatial information for the peacekeeping mission and provide invaluable surveillance information for many operational context scenarios.

- However, in many cases, not all contingents are equipped with unmanned aircraft systems with surveillance capacity. This equipment is necessary for the invaluable information for safety and security of peacekeepers, particularly during movement, patrol and operations in Temporary Operations Base.

3. DETAILED PROPOSAL

- Proposes the COE Manual to include mandatory surveillance equipment in each contingent in order anticipate and mitigate security disruptions by providing contingents with at least mini (hand launched) unmanned aircraft systems.

- Surveillance technology has been proven effective in preventing ambushes or direct attack considered as a threat to the safety and security of peacekeepers and mission continuity by providing early information access on incoming movement as part of mission factors.

4. PROPOSED MANUAL TEXT

- To add a paragraph in COE Manual, Chapter 3 Annex A Paragraph 26, Class I unmanned aircraft systems, to reiterate that Class I Unmanned aircraft systems multi rotor are mandatory for multidimensional UN Missions to minimize and anticipate disruption and threats.